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Obituary 
Sigekatu Kuroda 
(November 11, 1905-November 3, 1972) 
Professor Sigekatu Kuroda died in 1972 at the age of 67. He was a 
mathematician whose role in the mathematical community and whose 
influence on its development cannot fully be measured by the amount 
of his published work done. Deeply devoted to our science, he was 
constantly prepared to serve his cause, the promotion of mathematics. 
A long and painful illness overshadowed his last years, but for him, 
who was then deeply engaged in the editorial preparation of the collected 
works of Takagi, the illness seemed to exist only as a reminder of the 
shortness of time left to complete the task. 
He began his studies of mathematics at the Imperial University of 
Tokyo where he received the bachelor degree in 1928 and the doctorate 
in 1945 after long periods of service to his country away from his field 
of studies. The University of Nagoya at which he was made professor in 
1942 owes much to him and his efforts in building up its Department of 
Mathematics over a period of more than twenty years. In 1953-1954 he 
served Nagoya University as Dean of the Faculty of Science. In 1962 he 
moved to College Park, Maryland, to a special chair in the Department 
of Mathematics of the University of Maryland. At the time of his death 
he was professor emeritus of both universities. 
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Kuroda’s publications deal with logics and the foundations of 
mathematics at least as much as with algebraic number theory which, 
however, remained his prime field of interest. I shall give here only a 
brief summary of his papers on the foundations of mathematics, not 
feeling competent to discuss them in detail. They begin with a series of 
papers “Zur Algebra der Logik” in the early thirties. There follows 
a book on the foundations of mathematics in Japanese. He takes up the 
subject again after the war in “Intuitionistische Untersuchungen der 
formalistischen Log&” and in another paper. In 1955-1956 he went to 
Princeton, where among others GBdel took interest in Kuroda’s work. 
Perhaps there and then the idea was born whose realization dominated 
the following years: he introduced a new system, suitable for the logical 
foundation of mathematics, which may be regarded in some sense as a 
modified and drastically simplified Gentzen system. It has been published 
in a series of thirteen papers under the common title “An investigation 
of the logical structure of mathematics.” Not all parts of this series, in 
which his work on logic culminates, are yet published. The subtitle of 
its last part, however, which in some sense is independent of the others, 
indicates already the shift of interest determining Kuroda’s work in 
subsequent years; he calls it “A method of programming of proofs in 
mathematics for electronic computers.” 
His papers on algebraic number theory are less numerous and apparently 
do not cover all of his results in this field. Based on a very careful earlier 
investigation “Uber den Dirichletschen Zahlkijrper,” mostly along 
traditional lines of class field theory, he obtained in 1951 one of the 
earliest examples of a nonabelian decomposition law. It is published in 
his last paper on this subject “Uber die Zerlegung rationaler Primzahlen 
in gewissen nicht-abelschen galoisschen Kdrpern.” Though there are by 
now some more dramatic ones, examples of nonabelian decomposition 
laws are still extremely rare and the general task of finding such laws may 
perhaps be called the most mysterious problem in the whole field of 
algebraic number theory. Another one of his more influential papers to 
be mentioned here is “Uber die Klassenzahlen algebraischer Zahl- 
k&-per” of 1950. Generalizing classical results of Dirichlet, Herglotz and 
others, Kuroda gives here for the first time-and still restricted to the case 
of an abelian extension K/k-the general shape of the class number 
relations, which arise from multiplicative relations between the zeta- 
functions <LIL(s) of the subfields L/k of K/k by taking their residues at 
s = 1. The restriction to the abelian case has been removed by R. Brauer 
only a few years later, who worked with a different set of generic relations. 
As recent investigations have shown, much more precise information is 
accessible for large classes of Galois groups. Depending on the class of 
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groups considered, these results more or less closely resemble the type of 
information which is implicit in Kuroda’s work on the abelian case. 
Beginning in the early sixties he became very interested in the use of 
computers in number theory. He did a considerable amount of work in 
this area himself; unfortunately only a small part of it has appeared in 
print so far. But he also tried to establish a system of communication and 
cooperation for the various groups working in this area, thereby giving 
invaluable advice and practical help to anybody asking for it. 
His devotion to mathematics together with his extraordinary patience 
made him a successful and even inspiring teacher, highly respected by 
his students as well as by his colleagues and friends. 
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